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COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL 

 

 
             Company «VALGER» offers agents «НIDROREPELENT-1» and «HIDROREPELENT-

SUPER" for removing  rust . Production proposed by “VALGER” Ltd has no analogues in Ukraine and 

abroad. This agent is ukrainian invention. 

            Liquid protects metal constructions from water. Single handling of metal and paint coating with 

our liquid results in protection of metal from rust for decades. If metal is covered by rust you have to 

handle it with liquid to get rid of rust. If rust hangs on metal, there is no necessity to remove rust by 

mechanic way. 

We offer two agents: first one is «НIDROREPELENT-1» infiltrates in metal to 300 mkm, second 

one «HIDROREPELENT-SUPER" infiltrates in metal to 400 mkm. 

One liter«НIDROREPELENT-1»  is enough to handle  from 5 to 10 sq. m. Liquid is prepacked in 

capacities of 1 and 10 liters. Guaranteed time of protection of metal is 20-30 years after handling metal 

surfaces with this liquid. 

One liter «НIDROREPELENT-SUPER» is enough to handle  from 5 to 10 sq. m. Guaranteed time 

of protection of metal is 30-40 years after handling metal surfaces with this liquid. 

 

 

Prices are indicated regarding FCA conditions Kyiv  

Terms of payment – 100% prepayment. 

 

 Before 2014 this agent was actively used by russian navy for handling bottoms of sea vessels  to 

protection from corrosion of metal. Currently, this production is used by Kyiv subway. Interaction 

between solution and metal surface constitutes 10-15 minutes. Metal surfaces after handling by liquid can 

be painted by different paints and varnishes. These agents work as primers. They can be applied on metal 

surfaces by brushes, rollers and sprays. It is necessary to degrease surface before use of antirust.  

We hope for productive cooperation. 

 

 

 

               Best regards, 

              Director of “VALGER” LLC                                                                   Mykhalyova I.  


